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Editbox Options
Editbox is the control/box where your type messages.
See also /editbox, $editbox, on TABCOMP.

Use global Editbox history
If enabled, Editbox up/down history will be the same for each window, otherwise each window has it's own up/down history.

Save and restore history
If enabled, Editbox history will be saved and restored across sessions.

Use up/down keys to cycle history
If enabled, using the up/down keys at the top/bottom of the Editbox will move to the previous/next item in a multiline Editbox without
using a modifier key.

Disable script evaluation in Editbox
If enabled, typing $identifier<tab> and //commands will not be evaluated in the Editbox.

Autocomplete code tags
If enabled, typing "'(<[{*`~_- will enclose the selected text with the appropriate tags.

Confirm when pasting more than [X] lines of text
Shows a warning when pasting more then [X] lines of text to a single line Editbox.

Spellcheck color
Sets the colors to use when spellchecking is enabled and underlining misspelled words.

Max history
Set the maximum number of Editbox history to save.

Editbox Lines
If set to Automatic, Editbox will automatically resize to fit the text up to half the window size, otherwise it will always show to the
chosen number of lines.

Minimum Lines
Sets the minimum number of lines to use when Editbox Lines is set to Automatic, it will still expand on larger text.

Use tabcomplete
Enables or disable the tabcomplete feature.
Note disables on TABCOMP as well.

Tabcomplete variables
Enables or disables tabcompleting saved %variables.
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Cycle nicks on empty tabcomplete
Enables or disables cycling all nicks when performing a tabcomplete on a white space or empty Editbox.

Tabcomplete order
Sets the order to cycle Tabcomplete nicks. A-Z = alphabetically, Last spoke order = in the order a nick last spoke on the current
channel.

Include joins
When a nick joins, it's included when cycling Tabcomplete regardless if that nick ever spoke.

Tabcomplete prefix
Word or characters to display before the nick when using Tabcomplete, e.g ">" to display >Nick"
This is the prefix for any word in the Editbox except the first word.

Tabcomplete first word prefix
Word or characters to display before the nick when using Tabcomplete, e.g ">" to display ">Nick"
This is the prefix for the first word in the Editbox.

Tabcomplete suffix
Word or characters to display after the nick when using Tabcomplete, e.g ":" to display "Nick:"
This is the suffix for any word in the Editbox except the first word.

Tabcomplete first word suffix
Word or characters to display after the nick when using Tabcomplete, e.g ":" to display "Nick:"
This is the suffix for the first word in the Editbox.
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